OFFICE ORDER NO: 07/2017

Sub: Pendency in key result area – Opening of all Groups on alternate Saturday w.e.f. 11.02.2017 up to 31st March – Reg.

Attention of all staff members working in Groups is drawn towards growing pendency in key result area. As on weekdays due to workload of regular assessment work in Groups, the pendency in key result area and other miscellaneous work like amendment of Bill of entry under section 149 of the Customs Act, 1962, finalization of Bill of Entry for refund purpose etc. are increasing. Therefore, it is directed that all Groups shall remain open on alternate Saturdays w.e.f. 11.02.2017 till 31.03.2017 and all the staff working in Groups shall attend the work related to pendency in key result area i.e. cancellation of bond, issuance of less charge memo, amendment under Section 149 of the Customs Act, 1962, finalization of Bill of entry for refund purpose, issuance of Show Cause Notice, passing of Adjudication order, work related to audit and inspection etc. on Saturdays. Since recall Bill of entry/reassessment of Bill of entry/finalization of provisional assessment is slowing the dwell time data giving a very poor picture which is quite contrary to the general survey. Hence it is directed that no work relating to recall/reassessment/finalization of provisional assessment will be done on working day but will only be done on alternate Saturday only. Difficulty faced, if any, in this regard may please be brought to the notice of undersigned.

This issues with the approval of the Commissioner of Customs, NS – II and the Commissioner of Customs, NS – IV.

Sd/-
(JAGDISH SHARAN)
ADDL. COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS
APPRAISING MAIN(IMPORT)

Copy to:

1. The Chief Commissioner of Customs, Mumbai Zone-II.
2. The Pr. Commissioner/All the Commissioner of Customs, Mumbai Zone-II.
3. All Addl./Joint Commissioner of Customs, All Groups, Mumbai Zone-II.
4. All Deputy/Asst. Commissioner of Customs, All Groups, Mumbai Zone-II.
5. Office Copy.